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Part L2a Consultation Released

This document summarises some of the key points of the
consultation document released by the government for the updates
to Part L2A of the Building Regulations.
This is the first major update in 8 years and sets out a roadmap on how to transition from now to zero
carbon. The consultation document can be found here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/953718/Future_Buildings_Standard_consultation_document.pdf
This update is an interim step towards the Future Building Standards which is proposed for release in
2025.
This interim update to Part L2a is currently proposed for release in 2021. A transitional arrangement is
proposed with a 12 month maximum time before works must start on site from the commencing of
the new Regulations.

Interim part L2A - New Build Non-Domestic Buildings
The Government preferred option is for a 27% average reduction in CO2 across all building types over
2013 Regulations. A lower reduction of 22% is also being considered.
New metric for compliance based on Primary Energy with CO2 becoming a secondary requirement.
Both will need to pass in order to comply. Minimum standards for fabric and fixed building services
will be retained and enhanced.
Minimum Fabric standards improved which is in line with the fabric first approach already adopted for
all London projects via the London Plan. While this moves the minimum standards, it is likely that to
achieve compliance these values will still need to be improved on.
Air tightness limit reduced from 10 to 8m³/(h.m²) @50Pa.
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New Carbon Factors – the most notable change
is to electric which is significantly lower that it
was this means there is a heavy emphasis on
using grid electric. The intent is that this will be
decarbonised over time. Electric is proposed to be
lower than natural gas which will discourage the
use of fossil fuels in the buildings. Additionally,
the electric carbon factor is becoming more
dynamic with a different value for each month
to better reflect the actual grid. The 12month
average is 0.139 kgCO2/kWh (ranging from 0.111
to 0.163 kgCO2/kWh) against what was 0.519
kgCO2/kWh. Gas will no longer be the favoured
option.
The use of low carbon heating technologies is
being emphasised with the use of heat pumps
encouraged for the vast majority of heating
applications.
Heat (District) networks encouraged where
practicable.
Direct electric dissuaded but, still allowed where
there is low heat demand. In theory it could be
used anywhere but will be practically impossible
to pass using it in a significant amount.
Hot water split into to categories dependant
on usage. Low use heat pumps encouraged;
high use still compared to gas to allow time
for the industry to develop suitable heat pump
technology.
Renewable technology such as Photovoltaics
(PV) seen as secondary to good low carbon
design and will have a greatly reduced impact on
compliance. The carbon saving is in essence being
reduced by at least 70% over current due to the
change in carbon factors.

Tightening of commissioning requirements to
help reduce the performance gap.
Better hand over with more accurate energy
prediction modelling.
The Notional building has a number of
enhancements and refinements aimed at getting
the 27% CO2 improvement. Generally, the
efficiencies in the Notional building are being
improved substantially making it harder to
comply. For example, the lighting in the notional
building is being increase from 60lm/W to
95lm/W so a good lighting design will no longer
see the same massive improvement is currently
does. All this will mean a more holistic approach
will be needed.
PV will be applied in the notional building unless
heat pumps meet 100% of the actual building’s
space demand this is intended to reduce the use
of PV as a means to overcome poor building
fabric performance.
Further details of the Notional building changes
can be found here: https://www.uk-ncm.org.
uk/filelibrary/NCM_Modelling_Guide_2021_
Consultation_Edition_England_Draft.pdf
The New proposals will shake up the current
norms of building design and will force the
holistic approach rather than the offset approach,
often used under the current regulations. No
longer will poor design be overcome with a single
solution such as bolting on PV. The move away
from gas will be challenging for the industry and
will cause a significant change in the services
industry.

Uplift to minimum efficiency standards of fixed
building services. In particular lighting minimum
efficiency will be significantly improved from
60lm/W to 95lm/W.
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Arrange a consultation for your next project
Stroma Built Environment is ready to support our clients with meeting the new Part L targets and we
look forward to discussing your future projects.
Call us:
Email us:
Visit us:

01924 237 500
sales-wakefield@stroma.com
stroma.com/built-environment
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